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About This Game

Big Fish Games Studios takes you on an Adventure into the stunning world of the Amazon with the Hidden Expedition team in
search of a missing professor. A tattered map referencing the legendary Beetle Temple is your only clue as you begin your

adventure deep into the Amazon Rain forest. Explore cities, temples, and ruins while unlocking the secrets of an ancient yet
advanced civilization. This adventure is the largest yet for the Hidden Expedition team, and the discovery of the Beetle Temple

is just the beginning.

Unlock the greatest secret of the Amazon

More scenes, puzzles and adventure

Intricately woven mini-games
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I remember when these games first came out on Big Fish and were top of the range. Technology has fast moved on from these
sort of games and they do look dated in todays eyes. But golly....they were wonderful years ago!
Graphics were good and very realistic in this game. HO scenes were cluttered and I needed a magnifying glass to see some
objects on my laptop in every scene. There were numerous lists of HO objects, but were interspersed with a story which was
interesting. Some scenes were quirky and fun things happened. At the airport, a spaceship came along and kidnapped someone,
so the devs had a sense of humour!!
Music was really cinematic and added drama whilst playing the HO scenes. Overall it took me 5 hours. Scenes were broken up
by puzzles which were fiendish....mainly because there wasn't much explanation. Finding bugs added to the hint system which
was necessary in some areas. I give it 7/10. These rarely go on sale, but I snaffled it during the end of the FY sales.. Wife and I
both loved this game within the series. The puzzle are very challenging, graphics was great. Game play we even better. Short
Review:
I would not recommend playing this game on the PC. It is clearly a IOS\/Android port game designed for low resolution usage.
Even on my old screen (16870 * 1050) it was shown in a real small frame. This made playing the game a bit of a hassle. (I
would however consider buying it for my tablet if the price is reasonable). I finished the game in roughly 6 hours, which was
more or less my expectation although i hoped it would take me more time.

Pro's:
+ Sounds and music are nice
+ Puzzles are challenging enough for a hidden object game
+ scenes are nice setup.

Con's:
- Screen resolution! Screen resolution! Screen resolution!
- Sometimes it is not clear what is expected from certain puzzles throughout the game.
- 10 EUR \/USD too expensive (value for money wise)

Final thoughts:
I would not recommend buying unless you really enjoy these types of games and they put up on a steamsale deal. The scaling of
the game to a small window is really annoying and would require adjustment of your native screen resolution to be playable. If
the creators of this game would repair the screen resolution issues it might be a slightly different case.. I'd be remiss if I didn't
write a review for one of my absolute favorite games. Now this is an older game so it's not going to blow you away, but I still to
this day play it at least once a year (if not more). I've been playing it on Bigfish but since I use Steam 99% of the time, I'm glad
the game moved over here.

The Hidden Expeditions are another group of HOG games that range from mediocre to fantastic. Steam is actually missing quite
a few of my favorites but with the slew of hidden object games appearing everyday, I would bet we'll see them at some point.
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Hidden Expedition: Amazon is all about the HO scenes. That's what the game is comprised of, with a smattering of puzzles here
and there. The story is mostly told by reading journal pages, one on each scene, written by a kooky old man who is searching for
the lost Beetle Temple.

And now I'll tell you why I myself love this game. A large portion of the enjoyment is the music. It's just beautiful and I never
tire of listening to it. Also, Beetles! I find beetles fascinating. In every HO scene (except for the very first one) there are 5
beetles to find which charge up your hint bar. I always find the journal page and all 5 beetles before searching for the other
items. I also always read the journal pages (though I probably have them memorized by now) because they are quite amusing.
The combo of lovely music, a beetle theme, lots and lots of HO scenes, and a story that makes me smile - it's great.

I can certainly say this isn't for everyone. Obviously look elsewhere if you don't enjoy hidden object games. It's also not super
easy and not super hard - definitely for the casual gamer. (Well, some of the items and beetles are very sneakily hidden but
you'll find them eventually :p). But I really had to write a review because this game is dear to my heart.

. This is the third of the early Hidden Expedition trilogy. By that, I mean that there are four other games (on Steam), and they
seem to be a bit more refined and modern. Anyway, in this title, you find yourself on a mission to a hidden temple in the
Amazon.

Buy on discount and in the bundle.
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My favorite hidden object game, its just so relaxing to play this, all of the every day stress fades away when i turn this on.
Fun puzzles, a good variety in the pics, nice story and beautiful music.
Highly recommended.

Don't forget to collect the beetles for extra hints;). Wife and I both loved this game within the series. The puzzle are very
challenging, graphics was great. Game play we even better. I love hidden object games but I do NOT recommend this game if u
want to have to leave the game every 10 minutes or so because it hurts ur eyes so much and gives u an instant heacache. I have
the latest ATI graphic card drivers v13.1.1 and it is still completely grainy. I started the game looking for the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Beattle who stole my bike and ended up in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Amazon. This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 horse took my fuel
and I was stranded in the middle of the forest. I matched some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665rocks and
wizards came on me. 11\/10. I remember when these games first came out on Big Fish and were top of the range. Technology
has fast moved on from these sort of games and they do look dated in todays eyes. But golly....they were wonderful years ago!
Graphics were good and very realistic in this game. HO scenes were cluttered and I needed a magnifying glass to see some
objects on my laptop in every scene. There were numerous lists of HO objects, but were interspersed with a story which was
interesting. Some scenes were quirky and fun things happened. At the airport, a spaceship came along and kidnapped someone,
so the devs had a sense of humour!!
Music was really cinematic and added drama whilst playing the HO scenes. Overall it took me 5 hours. Scenes were broken up
by puzzles which were fiendish....mainly because there wasn't much explanation. Finding bugs added to the hint system which
was necessary in some areas. I give it 7\/10. These rarely go on sale, but I snaffled it during the end of the FY sales.. This game
is for me unplayable. Full screen is broken, and with the box smaller than a quarter of my screen its unplayable.
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